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Abstract 
 
 

This thesis examines the compositions of John Woods Duke (1899-1984) in light of his 

philosophy that in an art song the music and poetry should be assimilated. In Duke’s own words, 

“art song demands a musical poetry as well as poetic music.” The focused analysis of art songs 

in this document invites a general exploration of the relationship between poetry and music. It 

also explores both the philosophical and the performance concerns for singers surrounding the 

poetic nature of song. Duke set four art songs with poetry by E.E. Cummings (1894-1962) 

despite having initially ruled his work out as unsuitable. This thesis project examines two of 

these settings: “When faces called flowers” and “hist whist.” The author examines how Duke 

selects poetry to understand his criteria for determining musical suitability. It compares the 

expressive devices used by composer and poet and identifies how they are merged in the musical 

setting of an art song resulting in poetic music satisfying to perform and hear. The author 

performed one of these song settings on her senior recital and the document includes an appendix 

with additional details about that performance.  
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Introduction 
 

Perhaps one of the most compelling aspects of the art song is its power to convey 

the meaning of a text through music. In fact, text is the main aspect that distinguishes 

vocal music from instrumental music. Whereas all music has the ability to communicate a 

message and move the human soul, vocal music can literally tell a story, and with it, all 

the subtlety of spoken or written language. Literary and poetic works are completely 

wrapped in meaning, using words, phrases and sentences to convey both a literal meaning 

and a subconscious meaning that flow from the thoughts and emotions of the author. 

Often this secondary meaning is conveyed through the way a text is delivered. In art 

song, the composed music and the singer’s performance of the song account for the 

delivery. 

When composers select a poetic text to set, their thoughts about the selected text 

or subject influence their compositional choices to bring meaning and life to the text 

through the music, and vice versa. Since the poet carefully selects poetic devices to make 

the poem both enjoyable to read and meaningful, it is the composer’s duty to identify 

these devices and decide how he or she will illustrate it with music. The composed song 

is an extension of poetic techniques in a different artistic domain.  

John Woods Duke was an American composer who lived from 1899-1984. Although he 

was a prolific concert pianist who composed several instrumental works, he is best known for the 

passion and focus he invested in vocal music.  Throughout his lifetime, he composed more than 

250 art songs (Friedberg, 2000) with text from over 90 poets (Burk 17). Duke also frequently 

gave lectures explaining the aesthetic of art songs, and how text setting should reflect the voices 

of the modern poets (Friedberg & Fischer 163). John Duke and his wife Dorothy shared a love 
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for poetry. They frequently hosted poetry readings at their home, where they would each recite 

poems at length and from memory (Burk 15). Ruth Friedberg, who compiled many of John 

Duke’s writings and lectures on his compositional techniques, says about Duke, “performers and 

teachers of vocal literature agree that no American composer has exhibited greater knowledge of 

or dedication to the settings of texts by English-language poets” (Friedberg, 2000). John Duke’s 

works reflect the motivations and ideologies of someone who is working within the vein of 

modern music, yet is wholly committed to the integrity of the musical line and the nature of the 

vocal instrument. Duke believed that “‘vocal utterance is at the basis of music’s mystery," 

stating, "In [my] view, all music, no matter how complex in texture, is an extension of our urge 

to sing’” (Friedberg, 2000). Duke was conscious of the needs of both the performer and the poet 

while he composed songs. This is why I consider Duke’s poetic treatment worthy of study by 

vocalists.  

 Duke recognized the inherent challenge in setting texts from modern poets such 

as E.E. Cummings. During the twentieth-century many poets turned away from simple 

lyrical forms and favored a highly stylized even personal form and syntax. Duke tended 

to select poems from poets whose forms and prosody were more plainly understood. 

However, he did write four art songs based upon poems by E.E. Cummings. This thesis 

project will analyze two of these songs, examining how Duke’s philosophy 

accommodates E.E. Cummings’ poetic style. 

An earlier study of Duke's treatment of poetry by Elizabeth Burk inspired me to 

write this thesis. Burk’s dissertation categorizes Duke’s compositions into periods of 

development, and then examines his compositional techniques over time for poetic 
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interpretation. While Burk analyzes Duke’s technique on a larger scale, my thesis will 

focus specifically on Duke’s treatment of E.E. Cummings’ poetry.  

I will begin by discussing Duke’s philosophy, examining his motivations for 

selecting poetic texts. Evidence of this is shown through transcripts of Duke’s lectures. 

After that, I will describe E.E. Cummings’ poetic style to reveal techniques that are 

synonymous to musical elements. My findings on Cummings’ style are based upon the 

work of poetry scholars Robert Wegner and Norman Freidman, letters that E.E. 

Cummings wrote in response to questions from his fans, and my own study of 

Cummings’ poetry. Then I will analyze two of Duke’s art songs to reveal his musical 

treatment of Cummings’ poetic style. Finally, I will explain how this knowledge is 

beneficial to performers.  

As a singer, I decided to study this topic in order to aid my performance of Duke’s art 

songs at my voice recital. (A program of that recital is included in Appendix A). My own 

experiences in choir and voice lessons throughout my undergraduate college career has lead me 

to deeper understanding of interpreting the elements of a music score. One important lesson I 

learned is that the information presented on the score guides the choices of the performer, but 

cannot clearly show what the chosen musical elements do to convey a message. For instance, 

there are many different operative words the singer may choose to emphasize in a musical 

phrase. The composer may build melodic lines or dynamic swells to accommodate the emphasis 

he wants, or he may not. However, when the performer understands the intended meaning of the 

poem and the musical elements that convey that message, she can begin to make appropriate 

choices for interpretation. I hope to reveal how thoughtfully studying the score and poem of an 

art song provides the singer with strategies to perform it well.   
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Duke’s Philosophy 
 

In order to understand Duke's settings of E.E. Cummings’ poetry, we must first 

examine Duke’s philosophies on poetry and music. This will allow us to identify those 

musical qualities that Duke saw in Cummings' poems “When Faces Called Flowers…” 

and “hist whist” and recognize how those qualities guided his compositional choices.  

Duke recognized that writing a compelling art song is a great challenge. In a 1950 

lecture to the Music Teacher’s National Association Convention John Duke expounded 

on the reason for this challenge. In this lecture he explains that art song exists along a 

spectrum; at one end the composer will fit the words of a poem into a melody “without 

regard for their literary qualities,” and at the other the end, he composes the music to fit 

the poem to the point of  “expel[ling] songfulness” (Friedberg & Fischer 158). While no 

composer has gone fully to either extreme, Duke’s contemporaries tended to favor the 

latter of these extremes to accommodate the complexity of modern poetry.  

Duke, on the other hand, desired to wed the music and poetry. He stated that “if 

this happy consummation is to occur it would seem to depend on the poets as well as the 

composers. A synthesis as subtle as that of poetry and music in the art song demands a 

musical poetry as well as poetic music” (Friedberg & Fischer 163). It appears that Duke 

believes that the poetry and music should fit one another—not compromising the 

artfulness of either form. When such assimilation is achieved, the finished product is 

neither a piece of music with words, nor poetry with melody and harmony, but a work of 

art that mutually enhances both poetry and music through the added quality their 

relationship creates. Since both the composer and poet bring with their works their 
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individual style, limitations, and motivations, Duke recognized that he needed to be very 

selective of the poems he chose to set.  

 Duke listed the poetry of E.E. Cummings amongst those of several other 

modernists as difficult texts to set. He said that they offered “almost insuperable obstacles 

in the shape either of difficult prosody or obscure and over-involved content or both” 

(Friedberg & Fischer 162). With this in mind, it is interesting to note that Duke set E.E. 

Cummings’ poetry anyway. This suggests that Duke considered the form and prosody of 

these four particular poems suitable to a musical form, whether by selecting the least 

difficult poems in E.E. Cummings’ body of work, adapting his own beliefs about the 

poem through careful study, or some combination thereof. When a composer sets a poem, 

the poem must offer something useful, but perhaps the composer must also yield his 

compositional techniques to serve the purpose of the poem. 

To this extent, Duke offers four criteria every composer must consider for 

selecting suitable poetry. First, “the words and word combinations must be ‘singable.’” 

Second, “the poem must offer possibilities for being adapted to musical form.” Third, 

“the poetic content of the verses must be suitable for musical expression.” Finally, “the 

poem must have real intensity of meaning for the composer who selects it” (Friedberg & 

Fischer 158). In a 1976 article in The American Music Teacher Duke expounds on his 

personal preferences in terms of the first three of these principles.  

“What do I look for? Lines which suggest a ‘singable’ musical phrase; stanzas 
which offer contrasts in moods and suggests varieties of musical treatment; open 
vowels at climactic points; variety and subtlety in the spoken rhythms as opposed 
to a too regular or ‘sing-song’ rhythmic quality.... the most important thing of all 
is the ability to sense the possibility of assimilating all of the material which the 
poem offers into a strong and concise musical form” (Friedberg & Fischer 177). 
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In this manner, Duke demonstrates sensitivity to musical aspects inherent in the poetic 

verse. Varied rhythms of words lend themselves readily to compelling musical rhythms 

that feel natural. Contrasting moods amongst stanzas offers the opportunity for contrasted 

harmonies or density within the music. Furthermore, Duke shows an awareness of the 

needs of the singer through identifying features such as open vowels at climactic points, 

and “singable” lines of poetry. When the composer identifies these qualities within the 

poetry, he considers possibilities for setting it to music, and thus begins the composition 

process. Since Duke considers the vocal instrument so early in the process, the performer 

can benefit from understanding his compositional techniques. 
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E.E. Cummings and His Poetic Style 
 

Edward Estlin Cummings is one of the most celebrated 20th century poets. He 

grew up in a loving home, in which “the concept of love as a positive force to be equated 

with joy and growth” played a role in his childhood and an early decision to become a 

poet (Wegner 15). Furthermore, Cummings’ motivations are evident in the both the 

quantity and quality of his poems on the subject of love. Many of his poems come 

directly out of genuine experience (Wegner 13). This gives his work a sense of humanity 

and realism that invites readers to connect with it. Much of Cummings’ poetry therefore 

fits the fourth of Duke’s requirements—to have a “real intensity of meaning for the 

composer who selects it.”  

On the other hand, an appealing poem should leave room for variability in 

interpretation. In terms of the subjects of his poetry, Cummings believes it is essential to 

“concern himself with the unknown, immeasurable quintessence of his subject—the 

mystery” (Wegner 37). Thus, the reader is prompted to explore a specific subject through 

the lens of his or her own experiences, but arrive at a broader, more universal meaning. In 

a letter to one of his fans who inquired about the meaning of  “Hello is what a mirror 

says” Cummings admits, “I don’t expect a poem to be the same for any two people; or 

even for the same person twice” (Cummings 247). This suggests an ongoing conversation 

that happens with the poem. As our life experiences shape our view, so too, our view 

shapes our experiences—and this determines how we see art. 

Cummings used a variety of techniques, forms and styles encompassing 

everything from formal sonnets with words that roll off the tongue to fully visual poems 

that cannot be effectively delivered orally. However, the lively character of his poetry 
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comes from what he calls “precision which creates movement” (Wegner 142). For a 

poem to embody this sort of movement, the poet must carefully select the fewest amounts 

of words that have the maximum effect toward the meaning and impression of the poem 

as a whole. The structure of the poem must serve the meaning of it as well. In fact, “with 

Cummings it is the usual rule to find technique and theme interdependent” (Wegner 153). 

This is similar to Duke’s philosophy on the assimilation of words and music. The poem 

and the song each serve to convey meaning. Words themselves can simultaneously 

convey a plain, obvious meaning and a hidden, deeper meaning. The manner of delivery, 

therefore works to bring out the hidden meaning, or a possible interpretation of it. Since 

the composer and poet in this case are not the same person, we must assume that one of 

John Duke’s art songs delivers his personal interpretation of E.E. Cummings’ poem.  

Words themselves are not wholly meaningful. It is from the manner of delivery that we 

draw conclusions about the force behind those words, and the combination of the two 

elements creates specific meaning.  

 While Cummings does use classical forms quite skillfully—creating neat stanzas 

and regular metrical patterns—the way he uses his inventive non-traditional forms speaks 

more strongly about his motivations. His poetic grouping of lines is often “bound by no 

concern for the integrity of words, sentence structure, metrical pattern, or rhyme scheme, 

but is rather dictated by the needs of the individual poem” (Friedman 99).  Spacing 

between words, letters, phrases, and so on are “used to stimulate a visual response” from 

the reader (Wegner 42). Instead of creating a visual picture with the poem’s format, 

Cummings utilizes visual elements to aid in reading and understanding the poem. That is 

because “the effect of suggestion as a whole is produced mainly in the reader’s mind as 
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he reads rather than in his eye as he sees” (Friedman 124). Visual information such as 

stanza, line breaks and gaps function as “stage directions indicating where pauses and 

emphases should come in reading” (Friedman 114). This contributes to a sense of 

subtext, bringing depth to the speaker’s persona and thoughts on the subject presented in 

the poem. The end result is a meaningful delivery of text and accurate reception of its 

meaning, whether read from a page or heard spoken aloud.  

Punctuation is used for the same purpose as spacing, but brings greater variety 

and specificity to the rhythmic flow. Punctuation marks “control the lightness and 

rapidity, the heaviness and slowness, of the reading, or even, in a figurative way, to give 

a visual sense of progression and development as an equivalent of meaning” (Friedman 

114). This typographical device becomes useful to the composer because it gives the 

vocal line natural places of stop and continuation, tempo and tempo changes, as well as a 

sense of which words require emphasis. Sometimes Cummings “omits the space that 

conventionally follows a mark before the next word begins in order to speed up the 

pause” (Friedman 115). This control of punctuation gives the tempo and rhythm of the 

poem varying degrees of intensity and continuity. Should the punctuation create a visual 

effect through patterning, the composer may be able to manipulate the duration and 

regularity of rests to create an auditory effect. However, in some cases these visual 

elements may be too complex to assimilate to a musical form. That would be an instance 

where Duke would rule out the poem as suitable for text setting because setting it would 

interfere with any understanding of the poem.   

Cummings often uses parenthesis in his poems, which “[indicates] a lowering of 

the voice for an interpolated comment” (Friedman 116). The translation here from a 
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verbal reading of the poem to music is clear. Grammatically, parentheses typically 

indicate de-emphasized information provided for clarification. In poetry and prose it may 

be used to make known what would otherwise be subtext. This effectively closes the 

proximity between poet and reader, allowing the reader to sympathize with or adopt the 

poet’s point of view on the subject matter. The composer could take this information and 

use it to set the parenthetical phrase in a different register of the voice, dynamic level, or 

mood than the previous phrase to show the brief interruption or dramatize the inner 

thoughts of the speaker on contrast the that he shares with the audience. The degree of 

intensity of the compositional affect chosen would work to bring light to the composer’s 

interpretation of the poem. 

It is easy to identify a Cummings poem by its punctuation, but perhaps more so by 

its unorthodox use of capitalization. Both are visual effects that stand out from the page 

as unusual; however while punctuation fine-tunes the rhythmic aspect, capitalization 

affects both emphasis and the way we understand the function of words (Friedman 113). 

In the poem “brIght," capitalization brings emphasis to different parts of the word 

“bright” “to indicate points of light and the gradual process by which a star emerges” 

(Wegner 155). In this poem the emphasis does not equate to a rise in inflection because 

this poem does not create the effect in the way it is spoken. Similarly in “worshipping 

Same” he uses the capital letter to distinguish “same” as a proper noun (Friedman 114).  

This form of emphasis would not translate well to spoken poetry. On the other hand, 

capitalization could indicate inflection in a dialogue-based poem, as is the case with the 

capital letters in “ygUDuh” (Cummings, Complete… 547).  Although this poem could be 

read aloud, the drama of it is exposed in the way the words read as a slurred drunken 
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accent and the capitalized syllables draw out moments of raised inflection to give the 

impression of an argument. This creates a visual effect that registers as an auditory effect 

in the mind. 

Another one of Cummings’ poetic characteristics affects the way that poetry is 

interpreted—his use of words and parts of words to create new ones, or give new 

meaning to an existing word. Cummings’ vocabulary consists of words that he himself 

invented which are “formed by derivation in which parts of speech are changed, or new 

words are created by the addition of affixes to already existing words” (Friedman 105). 

Often this is achieved through “convert[ing] other parts of speech into nouns” or 

otherwise changing the function the word serves in the sentence “for the sake of an 

aesthetically rhythmic and rhetorically ambiguous effect” (Friedman 105-6). In one of his 

letters, Cummings explains that in his poem “Hello is what a mirror says” he clarifies that 

“a man who means No (because he’s full-of-hate) seeing something yes (something 

loving or beautiful or alive) will grin with pain and curse the living something…” 

(Cummings 247). Here, he defines the meanings of “no” and “yes” as they are used in the 

poem, but demonstrates their ambiguity. In this case, their meaning is understood by the 

emotional connotation that those words bring. Meanwhile, the vagueness of the meaning 

of the word gives it the ability to encompass more than a specific word would have done. 

This invites the readers to connect with the poem, by deciding for themselves what things 

are “no” and which are “yes”. The composer’s job then, upon learning this information is 

to pay attention to the word’s part of speech and meaning, and cast it in the grammatical 

and interpretive connotation for which it was intended. This could be as simple as putting 

natural rhythmic or melodic inflection on the correct word, or putting some duration of 
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rest after words of ambiguity to allow the audience time to develop meaning out of what 

they just heard. 

Of course, no evidence has been found to suggest that Duke and Cummings knew 

each other personally and thus influenced one another’s work directly. However, it is 

interesting to note the similarities in their philosophies toward art. Certainly, Cummings 

must have been of some influence on Duke to inspire his choice to assimilate his poetry 

to music, more so despite Cummings’ complex modern style. Whether or not Duke had 

ever heard Cummings read his poetry aloud, Cummings has left enough specific 

information in his poems to guide the reader’s internal or external voice as they read the 

poem. After all, a poetry reading performance would contain pitch, rhythm, timbre, rest, 

dynamics and tone specific to the poem. However, a musical setting further specifies the 

parameters of delivery so that the pitches and rhythms are alike amongst individual 

performances of the same piece. Expressive elements are also indicated in the score, but 

are subject to the interpretation of the performer. This creates an opportunity for the 

singer to demonstrate her understanding of the poem and the composer’s intentions.   
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Analysis of “When Faces Called Flowers” 
 

The first song I chose to analyze using Duke’s above criteria is “The Mountains 

are Dancing.” Out of the two pieces I will analyze in this thesis, this is one I selected to 

perform on my recital. I chose this piece to complete a set of three pieces by John Duke. 

“The Mountains are Dancing” has an exciting upbeat tempo, which contrasted with the 

slow tempi of the other pieces. Furthermore, the subject matter of this song wedded the 

themes of nature in “February Twilight” and the intimacy of “i carry your heart,” [sic] 

another E.E. Cummings setting. The text of “The Mountains are Dancing” comes directly 

out of E.E. Cummings’ poem, “When faces called flowers float out of the ground,” from 

the book Xaipe. Below is the full text of the poem.  

when faces called flowers float out of the ground 
and breathing is wishing and wishing is having— 
but keeping is downward and doubting and never 
—it's april(yes,april;my darling)it's spring! 
yes the pretty birds frolic as spry as can fly 
yes the little fish gambol as glad as can be 
(yes the mountains are dancing together)     

when every leaf opens without any sound 
and wishing is having and having is giving— 
but keeping is doting and nothing and nonsense 
—alive;we're alive,dear:it's(kiss me now)spring! 
now the pretty birds hover so she and so he 
now the little fish quiver so you and so i 
now the mountains are dancing, the mountains)   

when more than was lost has been found has been found 
and having is giving and giving is living— 
but keeping is darkness and winter and cringing 
—it's spring(all our night becomes day)o,it's spring!  
all the pretty birds dive to the heart of the sky 
all the little fish climb through the mind of the sea 
all the mountains are dancing;are dancing)    
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The first of Duke’s criterion is that the words should be singable. This is not 

always the case with E.E. Cummings’ poems. However, for this poem, in terms of word 

singability, the types of words and word combinations fit a fairly regular metrical form, 

so a syllabic text setting would be appropriate. The majority of the lines follow an 

amphibrach metrical foot (short-long-short). This trisyllabic pattern lends itself well to a 

triple meter with the first syllable serving as a pick up note and the second appearing on 

the strong downbeat. The main deviations to this meter are the words “yes” “now” and 

“all” which begin lines 5-7 of each stanza. Duke treats each of these with a syncopated 

entrance. A dotted-eighth and sixteenth note pair reinforces the triple meter, as seen in 

figure 1.  

	  

Figure 1, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 122-126 

	  
	  
Duke uses the same rhythmic figure for the irregular patterns in the fourth line of each 

stanza, with the exception of the iamb “it’s spring” in the first stanza. Here Duke chooses 

to place the first strong cadence of the piece following a diminuendo and ritardando as 

the piano slows it’s busy pedaled arpeggios to broken chords, then finally a block 

dominant seventh chord (fig. 2). 
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Figure 2, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 25-31 

 
 
Since the metrical interruptions occur in roughly the same place, it is easy to work in 

these shifts into a modified strophic form. Undoubtedly, Duke saw this as workable 

“variety and subtlety in the spoken rhythms.” However, it is crucial that the singer 

observe the text stress when the melodic line features a word with a rising pitch, such as 

that seen in figure 3. 

	  
Figure 3, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 91-92 
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The text also features “open vowels at climactic points,” as Duke suggested a 

singable poem should have. Duke selects three appropriate high points in the text “alive”, 

“spring” and even more so, “the mountains are dancing”—sometimes emphasizing both 

“mountains” and “dancing” as is done in mm. 42-47 (fig.4) or just “dancing” as is done at 

the exciting conclusion of the piece (fig. 5).  

	  
Figure 4, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 66-69 

 

	  

Figure 5, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 42-47 

 

The formal structure of the poem is strophic, thus it fits easily into a strophic 

musical structure. There are slight variations in the metrical word stress in lines 2 and 5 

of each stanza due to the number and stress pattern of words, so a composer might choose 

to use a modified strophic form to accommodate these changes and make them artful 
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rather rigidly aligning them to the same music. This is what John Duke does in his setting 

of this poem. 

Whether the content of a poem’s verses offer the possibility for musical 

expression is somewhat more subjective than the former criteria. A suitable poem may 

offer a myriad of possibilities for how the composer might choose to express the content 

of the poem depending on his or her interpretation and insight to the poem. This poem is 

full of action verbs that depict movement such as dancing, frolicking, and flowers 

blooming. This imagery can easily be translated to word painting. To this effect, Duke 

makes the melody at mm. 34-36 frolic and leap about with disjunct melodic motion. This 

is illustrated in figure 6. 

	  
Figure 6, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 34-36 

	  
	  
After the sustained notes on mm.42-46 that obscure the downbeat, Duke reinforces the 

waltz rhythm with a sixteenth pick up note into measure 47 and rests in the piano part 

until the downbeat of 47 as shown in figure 5. 

In mm. 50-54 the text “when every leaf opens without any sound” is presented in 

a low-mid register and narrow range which navigates the soprano’s weaker mixed-voice 

range. This is appropriately set at a piano dynamic, further developing the idea of 

smallness. This is illustrated in figure 7 below. 

	  
Figure 7, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 50-54 
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The singer should be aware of this deliberate register placement, so that the D on “sound” 

(which is often the beginning of a soprano’s passaggio) does not pop out of the texture.  

On the line “all the pretty birds dive to the heart of the sky” in mm. 122-126, the melody 

rises and then quickly dives down with a slight dynamic swell to the high point on the 

word “heart” (Refer to figure 1). 

The mountains are continually depicted in the peaks and valleys of the piano 

accompaniment from the very beginning of the piece (fig. 8). 

	  

Figure 8, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 1-4 

 

The largest of these “mountains” occurs in the last few bars of the piece, where the piano 

accompaniment briskly climbs from low to high range and back down again (fig. 9). 
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Figure 9, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 139-148 

	  
	  

There are also phrases in parenthesis throughout the poem. Duke treats them in two 

specific ways. The first is to place a rest before the parenthetical phrase, such as is the 

case with the short eighth rest in measure 71 (fig. 10).  

	  
Figure 10, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 70-73 

 
 
This gives the singer a natural place to breathe that yet continues the musical-poetic 

thought, much the same way someone would pause at a comma while reading or create a 

comma-length pause when speaking. However instead of using a comma, Cumming used 

parenthesis because they produce a different dramatic effect. They are treated in the poem 
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as a sort of whisper between the poem’s speaker and his or her one-person audience, 

which is made evident in the intimacy and tenderness of the phrases “(yes,april;my 

darling)” and “(kiss me now)”. However, notice that there is no rest from measures 116-

117 on the phrase “(all our night becomes day)” (fig. 11). 

	  
Figure 11, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 115-119 

 

There are several reasons Duke might not put a pause here: because the phrase is less 

intimate than the others and thus exists as a different sort of interpolation, to continue the 

momentum of the strophe which goes into the ending of the piece, or to match the text 

stress of the phrase to the rhythm.  

The second way Duke treats parenthetical phrases is to set them at a lower 

dynamic level with a slight ritardando as is accomplished in mm. 25-29 (Refer to figure 

2). This is the case each time except for in the phrase “(yes the mountains are dancing 

together)”, and variations thereof.  Duke most likely deliberately chose this to bring 

emphasis to the phrase for which the song is named (since Duke titled it something other 

than it’s original incipit title) and strongly resolve the cadence at the end of each stanza. 

This, of course, works hand-in-hand with the rising 5-1 motion in the melody at each 

perfect cadence, such as mm. 46-47 (fig, 5) and 91-92 (fig. 3). All of these parenthetical 

phrases afford the singer opportunities to demonstrate a subtle change in audience (from 

external expression to subconscious thought) through movement. 
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The content of the verses may also inspire specific melodic and harmonic 

techniques. The opening line “when faces called flowers float out of the ground” is set 

with contrary motion arpeggios between the voice and the right hand in the piano, as 

illustrated in figure 12.  

	  
Figure 12, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 9-12 

 

The way the vocal line weaves in and out of the top two notes of the piano’s line at a 

piano dynamic captures the imagery of flowers sprouting out of the soil. This is further 

developed in the motion of the next few lines.  

In lines 2 and 3 of each stanza the pairs of lines contain “and x-ing is y-ing and y-

ing is z-ing, but keeping is __ and __ and __”; in which x, y and z may be considered 

gerunds, and each of the blanks contains a word which functions as either a verb or an 

adjective. This is one such place where individual interpretation of the function of those 

words might determine the musical expression the composer chooses to give that line. 

For instance, take “and breathing is wishing and wishing is having”. If one considers 

“breathing”, “wishing” and “having” to all be gerunds, the line then becomes a formula: 

the act of breathing leads to wishing, and the act of wishing leads to having. This 

suggests a progression, therefore lending itself to compositional techniques such as 

sequencing or harmonic motion away from the key area.  
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The line “but keeping is downward and doubting and never” keeps the function 

and meaning of some of the words hidden. In a similar fashion to Cummings’ usage of 

the words “no” and “yes” in the poem “Hello is what a mirror says”, he may be using 

these words—especially “downward” and “never”—in place of adjectives to encompass 

all that is negative. This loose description allows the line to convey a cynical mood, 

lending itself to further sequencing, diminished or discordant harmonies, falling lines, 

chromaticism, and decay in either tempo or dynamics. Of course, rather than utilizing a 

traditional sequence, here Duke dictates that the vocal line should ascend in step, with a 

motive of increasing intervals from major thirds into perfect fourths across a crescendo 

that blossoms from piano to forte. An eighth note pick up on an A (not pictured) precedes 

the measures shown in figure 13.  

	  
Figure 13, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 14-16 

 

In the next line, he reverses the motion beginning with an ambiguous but striking 

augmented fourth, returning to major thirds, and decreasing in tempo and dynamics (fig. 

14).  
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Figure 14, "The Mountains Are Dancing" mm. 17-21 

 

In the piano, the first of these lines uses a brisk upward motion, and the second uses 

rising and falling lines over a G pedal. Lines 2 and 3 of each stanza are composed exactly 

the same way. The sum of these musical ideas furthers the idea of the liveliness of 

springtime in contrast to the bitter cold of winter. Since there is a direct relationship 

between the melodic contour and the dynamic contour, Duke makes it easy for the 

vocalist to intuitively follow the shape of the song overall. 
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Analysis of “hist whist” 
 

Another of John Woods Duke’s art song settings of E.E. Cummings’ works is 

entitled “hist… whist” [sic], which he published in 1952 during the latter half of his 

compositional career. The poem is the second in a cycle of five poems entitled Chansons 

Innocentes from the 1922 collection Tulips & Chimneys. This poem contrasts strongly in 

content, form and device from “When Faces Called Flowers.” Out of Duke’s four settings 

of poems by E.E. Cummings, “hist…whist” is the most unique and the least performed. 

In fact, Ruth Friedberg lists “Just Spring,” “The Mountains are Dancing” and “i carry 

your heart” amongst some of Duke’s most well known works (Friedberg, 2000). I was 

curious as to why “hist…whist” was not included. (The poem appears on the following 

page so as to preserve the original line spacing.) 
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hist      whist 
little ghostthings 
tip-toe 
twinkle-toe 
 
 
little twitchy 
witches and tingling 
goblins 
hob-a-nob     hob-a-nob 
 
 
little hoppy happy 
toad in tweeds 
tweeds 
little itchy mousies 
 
 
with scuttling 
eyes      rustle and run     and 
hidehidehide 
whisk 
 
 
whisk         look out for the old woman 
with the wart on her nose 
what she’ll do to yer 
nobody knows 
 
 
for she knows the devil   ooch 
the devil ouch 
the devil 
ach       the great 
 
green 
dancing 
devil 
devil 
 
devil 
devil 
 
 
      wheeEEE 
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 Out of Cumming’s large body of works it is noteworthy that Duke chose two 

poems from Chansons Innocentes. The other poem from this collection is “in Just-spring” 

(1949).   Elizabeth Burk examined this poem in her dissertation, An Examination of 

Musico-Poetic Aspects of the Songs John Duke, where she illustrates how cleverly Duke 

captures elements of space, sights and sounds described in the poem, while capturing the 

wonder of childhood.  “hist…whist” captures the innocence of childhood in a similar 

manner, but with quite a different subject and mood.  

 The poem “hist…whist” employs a free verse structure in which each line 

contains an irregular number of syllables, yet no more than eight per line. The stanzas are 

broken up irregularly, with some ideas continuing into the next stanza. The lack of 

regular meter accounts for one of the great challenges in setting this poem. However, the 

majority of the phrases developed over each stanza are short, consisting of little more 

than a subject, an adjective or two, and a verb. This brief descriptive quality is likely 

what influenced Duke to favor short, almost motivic vocal statements, instead of 

composing a longer melodic line. He relies more so on form, harmony and expressive 

elements to assimilate the music and poetry in this art song. 

Showing Cummings’ skillful ability to illustrate both speaker and subject, the 

poem reads like a child telling a ghost story. Overall, we see a connection between 

Cummings’ theme and technique working throughout the poem to embody childishness. 

The language is not complicated or refined, but it is precise—saying just enough to spark 

the reader’s imagination to create his or her own picture. The playful pairing of words 

such as “hist whist,” “twitchy witches,” and “hoppy happy,” creates percussive assonance 

that shows an awareness of how children that are learning to read begin to recognize and 
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repeat patterns of similar sounding words. “Ooch,” “ouch,” “ach,” and “wheeEEE” 

indicate a theatrical performance that accompanies the gossip about the old woman, one 

which involves the speaker’s attempts to shock and scare his or her audience. These 

exclamations and colorful descriptions afford Duke many opportunities for expression to 

further develop an interpretation of the poem that personifies the speaker’s tone and 

character. This gives the singer direction for characterization of her performance of this 

piece. Her movement and facial expression should reflect the innocence and excitement 

of the poem’s speaker.  Furthermore, the singer should take care to use clear diction so 

that the word pairings are evident.  

The formal musical structure of Duke’s song outlines the stanzas of the poem by 

combining pairs of stanzas into three sections. These sections are demarcated by phrasing 

patterns in the piano accompaniment that are both harmonic and expressive in nature. 

Each of the larger sections begins with a pianissimo dynamic level with both hands 

playing in the bass clef range. The part gradually crescendos to forte, while climbing to 

the treble range and ends with a short diminuendo. Prior to each section, the piano 

establishes a key area, and then progresses harmonically throughout the section. Since 

each of the three larger grammatical phrases is broken up into musical phrases that are 

nearly identical in expressive information, this creates a cohesive pattern throughout the 

art song that assimilates of the poem’s form. 

The harmonic pattern in each of the sections further contributes to the song’s form 

and treatment of stanza. The piece begins in A minor, and through a series of several 

cadences, arrives at E minor by measure 19, the end of the first section of three distinct 

sections. The second section shows a break between the two stanzas. It begins in E minor 
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and moves toward a cadence where the first stanza ends at “tweeds/ little itchy mousies,” 

but continues with a deceptive cadence between measure 26 and 27 (fig. 15). 

	  

Figure 15, "hist... whist" mm. 25-28	  This excerpt, like all following examples from this piece, is 
used with the permission of Southern Music Company, Copyright 1957. 

 

The new stanza begins another climb in range, and a large swell in dynamics. It arrives at 

a forte D major + E major polychord, which quickly diminuendos, as seen in figure 16. 

	  

Figure 16, "hist... whist" mm. 32-37 

	  

This	  polychord,	  the	  forte	  dynamic	  level	  and	  the	  high	  range	  work	  together	  to	  create	  tension,	  

almost	  like	  a	  half	  cadence.	  Cummings places the “whisk” that follows on the end of that same 

stanza and the second “whisk” on the next. Duke chooses to treat this material as a transition 
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from the second section of the piece into the final section by continuing the D + E polychord 

between statements, this time with minor chord qualities in measures 35-36. The piano 

accompaniment and vocal line are separated, which is probably an attempt to retain the sense of 

the stanza spacing in the poem. Combined with the soft dynamics and the indication to whisper 

the second “whisk,” this section creates a pause that sets up the return to A minor in the few 

transition measures that follow (fig. 17). 	  

	  

Figure 17, "hist... whist" mm. 38-41 

 

This return to the home tonality is critical because it makes the art song cohesive and 

maintains the songful quality of familiarity in an otherwise modern-styled piece. 

Duke treats the stanzas for the remainder of the poem as one final section that is 

the longest grammatical phrase in the entire poem. The two major stanzas in this piece 

have the same format as the previous sections, which Duke indicates with a fermata stop 

between them (fig. 18).  
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Figure 18, "hist... whist" mm. 48-49 

 

Harmonically, the first part of it transitions away from A minor and arrives at D minor 

before the fermata. Continuing from that point, the key area is established with an A#7 

chord which functions as the dominant to D# minor, thus also connecting the two stanzas 

by a half-step relationship. Duke builds momentum through an increase in tempo, 

dynamic level, and pedaling in the piano beginning in measure 54. This is illustrated in 

figure 19 on the following page.  
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Figure 19, "hist... whist" mm. 54-68 

 
 
This is a logical choice, considering the way that Cummings visually spaces each word 

describing the devil and repeats the word “devil” leading up to the surprise sound effect 

at the end. Although visually separated, one would read it off the page with gradually 

building intensity as the words tumble down to the bottom of the page. This motivic 

figure is paired with a molto accelerando and crescendo, giving the performer ample 
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opportunities for expression. Finally, Duke brings the piece full-circle with a perfect 

cadence in A minor. 

Duke treats spaces in the poem in a number of ways. Most often, Duke will put 

rests between words to indicate the spacing. This is illustrated in figures 20 and 21, 

shown below. These two phrases bookend the first two stanzas, beginning “hist…whist” 

and then ending with “hob-a-nob… hob-a-nob.” 

	  

Figure 20, "hist... whist" mm. 7-8 

	  

Figure 21, "hist... whist" mm. 17-19 

 
Since this bookending spacing pattern is not presented anywhere else in the poem, 

combining these two stanzas is an appropriate choice that aurally represents this visual 

information. This also indicates to the singer a continuation of thought, which she can 

demonstrate with her singing (following the dynamic pattern as previously described), 

and also through movement and facial affect.  

Just like in “The Mountains are Dancing,” Duke effectively writes to the actions 

presented in the poem “hist…whist.” Duke uses word painting in measure 27 by placing 

a rest in between the syllables of “scuttling” to depict the sporadic movement of the 

“little twitchy mousies // with scuttling / eyes” (Refer to figure 15). Notice the stanza and 

line break in this part of the text, which are intended to force the eyes to scuttle across the 
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white space on the page to find the next word. Duke probably chose to augment the 

spacing because the effect would be lost and the poetic line more forcibly interrupted if 

the space were to occur between “scuttling” and “eyes” as it does in the poem. The brief 

rest between “scutt” and “ling” creates a much more pleasant effect which retains the 

meaning. The singer must be sure to continue the musical phrase through this interruption 

since this breath is not an appropriate place for a breath. The clause “and hidehidehide” 

which comes after that is presented with an octave leap from F#4 to F#5 (fig. 22).  

	  

Figure 22, "hist... whist" mm. 29-32 

 

This leap effectively dramatizes the urgency that is represented in the poem through the 

omission of spaces between each “hide.” Overall, the picture of the mice rustling, 

running, and hiding are depicted in the prolonged climbing inversions of D major in the 

piano accompaniment across measures 29-32 (Refer to figure 22).  

The sustained chord in the introduction is an important motive to this song. It 

contains the pitches B, D#, F and G#—which happen to be the exact same pitches as the 

Tristan chord leitmotif used in the opening to Tristan und Isolde. This is illustrated in 

figure 23. 
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Figure 23, "hist... whist" mm. 1-2 

 

This opening could be a light parody of the iconic “atonal” chord; however it lacks the 

exact intervallic content. This same chord—although presented with different pitches—

also appears after the vocal exclamations “ooch” and “ouch” in the piano, and in both the 

voice and the piano across the last four repetitions of the word “devil” (Refer to figure 

19). This makes it clear that the chord is connected with the word “devil,” thus 

contributing to the earlier presentation of it as a foreshadow. Cummings does not create 

this specific literary effect in his poem. Therefore, this is an instance where Duke asserts 

compositional techniques to make the song more memorable. With this in mind, the 

singer should temper the increased intensity of the ending to the character of the overall 

piece. Any increased fright and fear should retain a sense of naivety. This will in turn 

increase the cohesion of the song. 

Duke uses care in setting the sound effect that occurs at the end of the piece. He 

provides specific instructions that “this should be a prolonged squeal, without any 

determinate pitch, but starting as high as possible and descending ‘portamento’ toward 

the end. The time value should be strictly observed” (Duke, “hist…whist”).  Duke sets up 

the squeal with a pattern of three measures of polychordal accompaniment, a measure of 
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rest (with the piano pedal still depressed), and then gives the squeal three measures and 

an eighth note (Refer to figure 21). This pattern of threes brings balance to the ending, 

makes it possible for the pianist and voice to end together on the cadence, and possibly 

represents the three capital “E”s in “WheeEEE” which are the only capital letters in the 

entire poem. The line in the poem is also offset from the others, indicating surprise; so 

Duke placed a whole measure of rest before it. Cummings reserved the capitalization to 

characterize the sound effect as one that is harsh—as opposed to a joyful “wheee” 

exclaimed while on a playground swing. Therefore it is appropriate that Duke asks for a 

“squeal” and assures that the highest pitch is twice as long as the portamento. The singer 

should take note of Duke’s instructions and the intention for it to be a surprising effect so 

that the sound effect is not a pretty one. 
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Conclusions and Implications for Performers  
 

Intention and presentation are always a concern in art. From the conception and 

composition of a poem, to its selection for setting to art song, to the process of composing 

the art song, then finally performance by musicians—each step requires study and 

reflection upon both the meaning and the way that meaning is portrayed. While there is 

certainly room for variability in interpretation at every stop along the way, both the 

composer and the musician must take care to understand the work that has already been 

accomplished, and what the poem requires of them to produce an accurate and 

meaningful representation. Once the song has been composed, it is up to the performer to 

take these actions. 

 Duke has demonstrated through his art songs that there are several ways to 

musically embody a poetic device. This includes analyzing the rhetorical devices to 

understand what they do for the meaning of the poem, and then determining if there is a 

musical device that can convey the same meaning. Sometimes this is as easy as 

identifying the same elements at work across both disciplines—punctuation serving as an 

indication of rest, spacing for breath, meter for rhythm and inflection. Other times the 

device does not read as plainly on the page, such as the spacing in “hist whist.” In these 

cases it may take the composer several readings to understand what the author was trying 

to accomplish. Ultimately, the art song does not duplicate the exact format of the poem, 

but retains its effects as best as possible. This both requires and affords the composer 

some creative thought. After all, even compared with poetry as multi-dimensional as E.E. 

Cummings’, music has many more dimensions to work with—tempo, rhythm, pitch 

range, dynamic range, orchestration, texture, interplay between instruments, timbre, 
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motive, tonality, and so on. Thus there are many opportunities to assimilate the poetry 

into a musical language as well as the music into a poetic language.  

Once a song is complete and published, musicians across several decades may 

perform this same work. Therefore, the primary concern for interpretation, and my 

primary concern for this project, is with the performer’s approach. The performer acts as 

both researcher and synthesizer. She must study both the score and the poetry in order to 

uncover the meaning of the poem and identify what effects the composer has used to 

contribute to this meaning.  

Researching the poet and the context of the specific poem is a major step toward 

understanding it. This will allow the performer to connect with the poem, and thus decide 

how she can convey a message to her audience. Most vocal songs are set to some poetic 

text, but not all composers treat the text in the same way. For instance, the singer should 

be aware of stanzas that the composer omitted from the poem. This happens quite 

frequently. Many of the vocal settings I have studied, even from composers such as 

Debussy and Schubert, do not assimilate the full text of the poem. Reading the full poem 

can contribute to the meaning, and even offer the singer opportunities to expand on her 

interpretation and performance of the song. Additionally, it may be worthwhile to study 

several poems by the same poet to become familiar with his or her style. I found this 

research method useful for the analysis included in this thesis, and specifically for my 

performance of “The Mountains are Dancing.” Since Cummings’ style is so unusual, I 

decided to listen to some recordings of him reciting his poetry. This step allowed me to 

further understand the poetic devices in Cummings’ poetry through bridging the gap 

between visual and aural representations of the same poem. If a recording by the poet 
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cannot be found, one can often find a recording by another poet or an actor. Even 

listening to several different performances of the poem can inspire the singer with 

possibilities for better musical delivery.   

 Beyond that, the performer must learn the score and identify the ways that the 

composer has assimilated the poetry and music. This will aid her in practicing the piece 

with the appropriate feeling so that she is not blindly following the directions on the page, 

but creating phrasing, dynamics and so on that appear to emerge organically. The singer 

should be flexible and experiment during rehearsal, changing aspects of her performance 

to discover the best manner of delivery. In many of my own rehearsals, I had 

experimented with rubato and other alterations to the tempo, first speaking the lines 

several times to get a sense of the natural flow of words, then singing it to try and match 

that flow with the given pitches and rhythms. Rehearsing in this way allowed me to 

identify key words within the phrase and better understand the poetry. This in turn helps 

the audience, regardless of musical knowledge, to better understand the meaning of the 

song. 

The importance of studying music and poetry in this manner is not exclusively for 

the works of John Duke or poetry of E.E. Cummings, but for vocal works in general. The 

relationship between poetry and music is something singers encounter every day, and 

should consider throughout the rehearsal process. From the moment the singer selects a 

work to perform, she is participating in the tradition set forth by the poet and composer to 

present that work to the best of her ability. Therefore, understanding the function of that 

piece of music, the poetic subject matter, and whether it is within her capacity to learn 

and perform the piece will help her select repertoire for specific events. Investing time in 
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the initial research and planning process can save the performer from choosing repertoire 

that is too difficult, that does not fit the theme of the overall performance, or that is 

simply uninteresting. This will also make the learning process more enjoyable. 

Art is not purely for entertainment. It builds connections between people, ideas, 

and events. E.E. Cummings anticipated that no individual would have the same 

experience with a poem as he did, and that with additional readings the meaning could 

change for a single individual. Similarly, no two performances of an art song, even by 

one musician, are the same. Each experience of performing it is unique, and as the 

musician “lives” with the piece for a while, the meaning of it becomes richer, more 

complex, and more meaningful than the day before.   
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Appendix A 
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